
RECRUITMENT
MARKETING IN
UNCERTAIN TIMES
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How recruitment agencies can maintain
business continuity through Covid-19



Foreward

It’s unprecedented times. Even for those of us in the industry who have braved

the Great Recession, we’ve not faced a situation with entire company

workforces working from home or on furlough, relying on remote technology

tools and video platforms to manage the workday – let alone the recruitment

process.

We don't know what the next weeks or months will bring. Many businesses

have furloughed staff and are running with skeleton teams. Some industries are

seeing demand, whereas others have dried up. But despite the economic and

social toil, this is not a traditional recession spanning multiple quarters of

negative growth, and government support -- whilst often controversial -- is

doing what it can to keep businesses afloat. 

 

While the uncertainty may have some battening down the hatches, it’s

important that we keep calm and carry on – and that means taking the right

steps and approaches to ensure business continuity for your recruitment

business. And yes, that does include marketing. 

We hope you take away even one or two ideas to help you prepare for the

upturn -- we hope you're able to thrive. 

 

Kristie Perrotte

Founder & Virtual CMO
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Marketing in
uncertain
times

Over the last 12-24 months, recruitment marketing has come into its own –

recruitment leaders are recognising the value of inbound marketing,

technology is being leveraged as part of the client and candidate acquisition

process and data and analytics are finally having their day in the sun.

Recruitment leaders have also started looking at how marketing can help

enable greater efficiencies amongst the consultant teams. Across wider

industries, CEOs agree that the average sales team wastes 45% of its time on

inefficient tasks, yet in recruitment, we still focus on KPIs and metrics that are

more quantitative versus qualitative – creating extra work with tasks that could

be automated. 

Fast forward to today, with COVID-19 posing unprecedented disruption and

recruitment business continuity at risk – clients are not at their desks, interviews

are not taking place and deals are not getting done. 

 
While marketing is not the solution to all of these challenges, it does enable

efficiencies – allowing your consultant teams to focus on the right activities that

are closest to the money and providing the right business development

strategy and preparation ahead of the eventual -- if not inevitable -- upswing.
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The government has announced that the new IR35

legislation will be postponed until April 2021. The past

several months have seen recruitment businesses

scramble to make sense of how the legislation would

affect them, working with their clients and contractors to

determine whether assignments were ‘in’ or ‘out’, and

many receiving the bad news that entire teams of

contractors were to be terminated, often wiping off tens

and hundreds of thousands of pounds of potential

revenue.

Like in other times of economic strife, contingency

recruitment enjoys the first upswing of the rebound.

Businesses with pent-up workloads will need to engage

contract employees to help get the business back on its

growth trajectory, infusing welcomed cash flow back

into recruitment agency coffers. Businesses who use this

time wisely now will be best positioned to capitalise on

this upswing, offsetting lost revenue and delayed

recruitment mandates that may characterise this period.

www.thrivemarcoms.co.uk

THE DELAY OF IR35

THE BEACON OF LIGHT



Time to focus
on marketing

One thing that recruiters will likely have in abundance during this time is time.
Time to call on lapsed customers, time to cleanse and update the database and
time to get to those things one never seems to get around to doing. At Thrive,
we’ve actually seen an upswing since the outbreak as savvy businesses realise
that this time provides the chance to focus on those marketing initiatives that
never seem to make their way to the top of the priority list.

Whether it’s upgrading or enhancing websites, investing in marketing automation
or developing a more robust content marketing programme, recruitment
businesses know that that this is not the time to rest on one’s laurels – they are
taking the appropriate steps to get ‘upswing ready’ when business 'as usual'
returns.

But where do you start? We’ve compiled six marketing initiatives that will help
see you through these times of uncertainty.
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It may seem obvious, but the relationships you’ve built up to today will be
the ones that will carry you through to the future. Nearly all businesses are
feeling anxious or uncertain, so your ability to understand and empathise
with your customers and relate to what they’re going through will be crucial.
As acquiring a new customer is between five and 25 times more expensive
than retaining one, it’s also a sound business decision.
 
If you’ve previously created customer personas by identifying not only your
target customer profiles, but really understanding their pain points, this is the
time to revisit them to see what challenges they may be facing and how you
can provide a solution.
 
Right now, it could be a case of cash flow or a major initiative that will have
to be delayed. Understanding how today’s uncertainty impacts them as a
manager and wider business will help you tailor solutions for their future
needs. 
 
Major project deadline looming? Work with your client to help build
contingency project management and resourcing plans. Companies still
needing to file month/quarter end accounts? Find out what interim or
temporary resources can help manage this via home working.
 
By truly becoming a business partner to your clients, you have a better
opportunity to expand – or mushroom – an account, through business
development and account-based marketing techniques. Gaining your clients’
trust now will result in a much closer business partnership in the future. 
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Put your arms around your

loyal customer base



Six marketing ideas to retain
existing clients

1 Create lead nurture campaigns to help address specific client pain points and
pull them through the sales funnel to the point – and time – they’re ready to buy

Create loyalty programmes for clients who will have additional hiring needs in
the upturn

Engage directly with your clients on social media, including the company page
and specific stakeholders/hiring managers

Establish regular communication and updates to keep clients abreast of new
talent that is coming available

Develop remarketing campaigns for people who have engaged with your emails
or visited a landing page, helping to nurture them through the funnel

Provide a free consultation or analysis as a way to enhance your relationship and
loyalty for when they’re again ready to buy
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At Thrive, we'd like to offer you a

free marketing audit assessment

as well as 30% off marketing

automation software 
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With fixed costs like headcount or office space, it can be easy to turn to

marketing as a source to try to trim the fat. But these knee-jerk reactions

could cut you off from creating the foundation and momentum now that will

take you through the rebound. Studies show that brands that invested in their

brand building and awareness activities both before and during a downturn

achieved significant return on capital employed and gained market share.

 

During the downturn of more than a decade ago, among the first things to go

was advertising spend which at the time largely consisted of traditional

channels – print advertising, (unsophisticated) online advertising, radio and

television. We did not have the ability that we do today to carefully target

audiences, ensuring that we are laser focussed with our approach and

audience targeting. 

 

For bidding-based marketing programmes like cost-per-click or cost-per-

impression models (Google, Indeed etc.), it will be interesting to see how

costs will fluctuate in the short term. If companies do react and pull

budgets, those who are in it for the long game may see value in potentially

lower cost per customer acquisition from these channels. Less competition

means those who are investing will see the return.

 

Thinking about the sales and marketing funnel, it’s good practice to focus on

those clients who are at the bottom of the funnel – closer to making a sales

decision – versus top of funnel, ‘colder’ leads. One solution would be to

create more content that reflects that stage of the buying cycle – like

testimonials, case studies, how-to guides or hiring checklists. 

 
Millward Brown
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Don't arbitrarily cut your

marketing budget



of recruitment
businesses say
improving the
marketing function is a
key barrier to growth.

42%

Source: APSCO & Saffery Champness , UK Recruitment Index
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Align your sales funnel with
relevant content.
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With entire companies working from home, you may find it challenging to

actually reach your customers. Home working means no centralised

switchboard, with email becoming a primary communication channel. The

good news? Your clients probably also have fewer meetings, so you may

be better able to reach them through both one-to-one emails or through

centralised database marketing and email marketing automation.

 

Sometimes referred to as nurture marketing or funnel marketing, creating

the right messages and email flows based on customer behaviours and

interactions with your communications allows you to tailor specific

communications based on customer wants and needs. It also allows you to

extend your net out wide to reach what may otherwise be dormant

contacts in your database or completely cold contacts from your LinkedIn

Recruiter or Sales Navigator licenses.

 

 

For every £1 spent on email marketing,
the average return is £44.25. 

Source: EmailExpert
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Focus on email marketing &

marketing automation



Example nurture flow

By lead scoring, you assign

points based on customers'

behaviours - e.g. 2 points if the

contact opens an email, 3 points

if they click on an email. 

 

When the contact reaches a

certain engagement score

indicating they are a warm lead,

that's the time for someone to

follow up from the consultant

teams.
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Now is also the time to take stock of how your customers typically react to

a downturn. What are their movements? Do they invest or contract in times

of trial? 

 

If they are publicly-listed, see how they fared in 2008-11 during the last

recession. Websites such as Bloomberg, Yahoo Finance or Seeking Alpha

can provide at-a-glance insights on stock prices and movement, plus old

company reports (often buried deep in investor relations sections of

websites) can provide insights into revenue and expenditures.

 

In addition, consider the behaviour of the industry or sector. If you’re

focussed exclusively on hospitality or professionals requiring on-site

working, consider diversifying or focusing on those areas with more robust

or sustainable opportunities in a downturn. While it may be easier said than

done, the opportunity here is to find opportunity in unidentified places!

 

Creating bespoke industry or sector-specific messages, business

development plans or marketing campaigns can help you capitalise on

the areas where opportunities exist, focussing your energies where you are

best positioned to see return.

 

 

www.thrivemarcoms.co.uk

Research your customers'

recessionary behaviours



While recommitting to your CSR programmes may not seem like the

priority at present, with so much uncertainty and emotional distress, now is

the right time to do the right thing. People are looking for signs of hope

and humanity during this period, so considering how your business can

give back will pay it back – in more ways than one.  

 

Of course there are commercial considerations, but if you’re in a position

to be able to use this time to give back and show your human side, it could

have positive business impacts in the short and long term. 

 

We’ve heard stories of pilots working as delivery drivers and taxi

companies couriering prescriptions. You may ask what a recruitment

agency can do. Think of your customer and employee base and what value

they need and you can offer; get creative and find those opportunities to

do the right thing.

 

 

Engaging in meaningful CSR could
avoid revenue losses of up to 7% of a

company’s market value
Source: Study, IO Sustainability & Babson College
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Give back to your

customers and community



CSR for Carers:
Pret-A-Manger supports

the NHS
Possibly one of the most tragic incidents and resulting

failure in crisis communications of the last decade, Pret-

A-Manger has been under the microscope. At the height

of the media attention, employees were receiving verbal

abuse as well as a wider overall boycott of the chain.

Today, according to their website, Pret supports more

than 40 charities through their Foundation Trust and

their policy to allow employees discretionary allocation

of free coffees and customer service has been influential

in restoring customers’ trust.

 

We can all agree that the NHS staff are the heroes of the

current crisis, with Pret-A-Manger taking note and

quickly mobilising to recognise these workers – and

creating loyal customers for the future.
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None of us want to be in this position – self-isolation, business uncertainty

and potentially tough decisions to make in the future. But let’s remember

that most recruiters work in a hyper-paced world: chasing leads, juggling

demands and finding there are never enough hours in the day. Use this

time to focus on those activities you never get the chance to – whether it’s

contacting dormant contacts on your database, identifying potential client

businesses or considering new verticals or BD opportunities.

 

While not marketing per se, now is a great time to upskill

your teams and ensure they have the skills they need to not

only navigate the downturn but become better recruiters

when times are good. Virtual classroom learning and

platforms like the Recruiting Gym enable remote learning

opportunities with the added benefit of peer-to-peer

learning and virtual coaching.

Invest in learning &
development

www.thrivemarcoms.co.uk

Invest in your business &

use this time productively



Businesses have had to make hard decisions. While no business started

2020 with a view to reduce staff due to a global pandemic, many are

considering their present and future options, and staff redundancies may

be an unforeseen – and hugely regrettable – reality. 

 

But how you manage internal communications and HR processes

during this period will leave a legacy. Once business has stabilised and

employees get back to work, they will remember how they – and their

colleagues – were treated. Did they have the right amount and

transparency of communication? Did they feel that they were a priority

when decisions were being made? Even if they still have a job, do they feel

their colleagues were treated fairly? Do they remain loyal employees?

 

While businesses can invest in their employer branding, team outings and

communications to showcase a great place to work on their Instagram

accounts, unless businesses offer a human – and humane – approach

during times of trial, their reputation as an employer of choice is tarnished. 

 

Recruitment leaders who provide regular communications, through the

intranet, email or even WhatsApp or SMS for furloughed staff, about the

current state of the business and future plans will be best positioned to

retain their existing staff – and create a strong employer brand for the

future.

 

 

www.thrivemarcoms.co.uk

If the going gets tough,

be transparent and kind.



When Art Papas, CEO of Bullhorn had to share the

devastating news that they needed to make staff

redundancies, he didn’t hide behind corporate jargon or non-

disclosure agreements. He took to LinkedIn, shedding light on

the steps and considerations exhausted up until the decision

was made, plus a heartfelt pledge to help these people find

new roles amongst their client and partnership base. 

 

Now, with any round of redundancies there will be staff who

feel aggrieved, but if you read the comments on Art’s original

post and/or see any of the posts from employees themselves,

it is evident that there was an understanding that the company

had done everything they could and that the departing

employees were leaving with positive things to say.

 

Not only will Bullhorn maintain goodwill and even empathy

from their clients, they have established themselves as a

caring and considerate employer – one who will be positioned

to attract the right talent in the future.

 

.

Communicating compassion
in a crisis: Bullhorn
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Where to
focus
your
energy
during
this time

CANDIDATE

RESOURCING

BUSINESS

DEVELOPMENT MARKETING
Contact all placed candidates

Contact all placed candidates

Contact all candidates without an

Contact all candidates who may

Contact all shortlisted candidates

(interviewed but not successful)

to find out their career plans

Contact all candidates from 2+

Grow your matrix by actively

sourcing key profiles from

LinkedIn or CV databases

from the past year to quality

check and request testimonials

from 3-4 years to find out how

things are going

email address or mobile number

not have been made GDPR-

compliant

years ago to request new CVs

Contact all clients with placed

candidates in the last year to

quality check and request

testimonials

Contact all clients with missing

email addresses

Contact all perm job order clients

to cross-sell contract services;

and vice versa

Scour fast growing or best

companies lists to identify future

client prospects

Map out your target companies’

organisational charts to identify

hiring managers and stakeholders

Review your database and

percentage of contacts with emails

Create 4-8 week editorial calendars

for content, email and social media

Write blog content or an eBook

Give your LinkedIn profile a facelift

Develop personas and pain points

for key audiences

Consider website enhancements

Compile testimonials and case

studies

Develop a referral programme

Request more Google or Glassdoor

reviews

Conduct a marketing audit

Review your metrics and find your

best performing channels

Calculate your cost per acquisition,

per channel
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Keep calm and carry on.
No one knows what the outcome of the downturn will be – it

can go on for a few more weeks or a few more months. But those who are best equipped to

ride the wave and prepare themselves for the upturn will be focussed on

customer experience, marketing investment, marketing automation, research and

productive activities. Across every downturn there are winners and losers – and

we at Thrive want to support you on the winning team!
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Thrive Marketing Communications

16 Upper Woburn Place

 London WC1H 0AF

+44 203 905 3222
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contact@thrivemarcoms.co.uk


